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In response to the ever increasing energy demands of modern society and in view of emerging ecological concerns, it is now essential to provide efficient, cost-effective, and environmental friendly energy storage devices. Rechargeable Lithium-ion batteries and Supercapacitors are amongst the most promising candidates in terms of their wide spread applicability, and tremendous potential owing to their high energy and power densities. The performance of these devices is inherently tied to the properties of materials used to build them. This talk will focus on the enhancement of these properties for next generation energy devices through nanoscale engineering and novel designs. Research efforts in miniaturizing the conventional Li-ion battery configurations through tailored designs such as three-dimensional and nano-wire batteries will be presented. Improving the performance of Li-ion batteries by using next generation electrode materials such as Si nanostructures and graphene will also be presented.

With growing concerns about the ecological footprint of energy industry, more sustainable and environmental friendly approaches are being called for. Recent efforts addressing these issues, including, recycling used silicon wafers into flexible battery components and transforming biodegradable plant extract to green batteries, will also be discussed
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